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What does Writing & Language Test Measure?

1. Standard of English Convention- Your ability to recognize and
correct errors in sentence structure, grammar, usage, and punctuation.

2. Expression of ideas- Your ability to improve the development of the
topic, the organization of information and ideas, and the effectiveness
of the language



NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT

Noun agreement refers to the requirement that a noun agree in number with the

meaning of the sentence.

Example: From 1961 to 1989, the Berlin Wall served as barriers between East Germany and

West Germany.

Pronoun-antecedent agreement is the idea that pronouns should be similar in

number to the nouns they represent.

Example: The vinyl record, which was largely replaced by the CD during the 1980s and 90s,

has since seen a revival in their popularity.

.



NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT
Noun agreement refers to the requirement that a noun agree in number with the

meaning of the sentence.
Example:

•From 1961 to 1989, the Berlin Wall served as barriers between East Germany and West

Germany.

Correct:

•From 1961 to 1989, the Berlin Wall served as a barrier between East Germany and West

Germany.

Pronoun-antecedent agreement is the idea that pronouns should be similar in

number to the nouns they represent.
Example:

•The vinyl record, which was largely replaced by the CD during the 1980s and 90s, has since

seen a revival in their popularity.

Correct:

•The vinyl record, which was largely replaced by the CD during the 1980s and 90s, has since

seen a revival in its popularity.



PRONOUN CLARITY
Pronoun clarity is the idea that a pronoun must clearly refer to a
logical antecedent. An antecedent is the noun that a pronoun replaces.

Example: One difference between apples and oranges is that they have a peel.

Paula and Mildred laughed it off when they both showed up at the office Halloween party

as the villainous Queen of Snows from their favorite video game series. However, she told

her family later that her costume had been more accurate.

A. NO CHANGE

B. one

C. the woman

D. Paula



PRONOUN CLARITY
Pronoun clarity is the idea that a pronoun must clearly refer to a
logical antecedent. An antecedent is the noun that a pronoun replaces.

Example:
One difference between apples and oranges is that they have a peel.
Correct:
One difference between apples and oranges is that oranges have a peel.

Paula and Mildred laughed it off when they both showed up at the office Halloween party

as the villainous Queen of Snows from their favorite video game series. However, she told

her family later that her costume had been more accurate.

A. NO CHANGE

B. one

C. the woman

D. Paula
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NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT

Q1. The Marquesa islands were among the first South Pacific islands to be settled, and from its shores

departed some of the greatest navigators of all time.

Q2. Google's dominance as an Internet search function has allowed the company to expand their

ambitions to include virtually all aspects of the online world.

Q3. Although our parents have little difficulty distinguishing between my twin sister and I, our

teachers are much more easily fooled.
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NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT

Q1. The Marquesa islands were among the first South Pacific islands to be settled, and from its shores

departed some of the greatest navigators of all time.

The Marquesa islands were among the first South Pacific islands to be settled, and from their shores departed

some of the greatest navigators of all time.

Q2. Google's dominance as an Internet search function has allowed the company to expand their

ambitions to include virtually all aspects of the online world.

Google's dominance as an Internet search function has allowed the company to expand its ambitions to

include virtually all aspects of the online world.

Q3. Although our parents have little difficulty distinguishing between my twin sister and I, our

teachers are much more easily fooled.

Although our parents have little difficulty distinguishing between my twin sister and me, our teachers are

much more easily fooled.



Q4. For we voters, it is exceedingly difficult to choose between the two candidates because their

positions on so many issues are so similar that they are virtually indistinguishable.

Q5. My lab partner and myself were awarded first prize in the science fair for our work on the

breakdown of insulin production in people who suffer from diabetes.

Q6. Both Wilfrid Daniels and Leonard Chuene, now powerful figures in South African sports, grew

up as a promising athlete who could never compete internationally because of apartheid.

NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT



Q4. For we voters, it is exceedingly difficult to choose between the two candidates because their positions on so

many issues are so similar that they are virtually indistinguishable.

For us voters, it is exceedingly difficult to choose between the two candidates because their positions on so many issues

are so similar that they are virtually indistinguishable.

Q5. My lab partner and myself were awarded first prize in the science fair for our work on the breakdown of

insulin production in people who suffer from diabetes.

My lab partner and I were awarded first prize in the science fair for our work on the breakdown of insulin production in

people who suffer from diabetes.

Q6. Both Wilfrid Daniels and Leonard Chuene, now powerful figures in South African sports, grew up as a

promising athlete who could never compete internationally because of apartheid.

Both Wilfrid Daniels and Leonard Chuene, now powerful figures in South African sports, grew up as promising

athletes who could never compete internationally because of apartheid.

NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT
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Q7. Many of the great classical composers, including Mozart, Bach, and Mendelssohn, were born into

musical families and began studying an instrument seriously when they were a child.

Q8. Thomas Abercrombie, along with his older brother, became a photographer after building a camera

out of mirrors, discarded lenses, and scraps of plastic.

Q9. Inscribed ostrich eggs and pieces of shell jewellery are an example of early human attempts to

record thoughts symbolically rather than literally.

Q10. The military and the orchestra are examples of distinct entities that must interact with their own

subsystems or units in order to survive.

NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT



13

Q7. Many of the great classical composers, including Mozart, Bach, and Mendelssohn, were born into musical

families and began studying an instrument seriously when they were a child.

Many of the great classical composers, including Mozart, Bach, and Mendelssohn, were born into musical families and

began studying an instrument seriously when they were children.

Q8. Thomas Abercrombie, along with his older brother, became a photographer after building a camera out of

mirrors, discarded lenses, and scraps of plastic.

No Correction

Q9. Inscribed ostrich eggs and pieces of shell jewellery are an example of early human attempts to record thoughts

symbolically rather than literally.

Inscribed ostrich eggs and pieces of shell jewellery are examples of early human attempts to record thoughts symbolically

rather than literally.

Q10. The military and the orchestra are examples of distinct entities that must interact with their own subsystems

or units in order to survive.

No Correction

NOUN & PRONOUN AGREEMENT



A) NO CHANGE

B) You're surroundings

C) Your surroundings

D) Their surrounding's

11

14

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q11-Q12

You're up to your knees in mud and 

weeds, getting bitten by things you can't 

identify.         One's surroundings seem to grow 

more hostile by the minute. Meanwhile, you 

search for a creature that probably ran away 

hours ago and couldn't care less about 

communing with you. And as you open your 

notebook, the sky opens & drenches         them.

Welcome to the world of nature writing.  
12

11



A) NO CHANGE

B) You're surroundings

C) Your surroundings

D) Their surrounding's

11

15

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q11-Q12

You're up to your knees in mud and 

weeds, getting bitten by things you can't 

identify.         One's surroundings seem to grow 

more hostile by the minute. Meanwhile, you 

search for a creature that probably ran away 

hours ago and couldn't care less about 

communing with you. And as you open your 

notebook, the sky opens & drenches         them.

Welcome to the world of nature writing.  
12

11



A) NO CHANGE

B) the pages.

C) this.

D) these 

12

16

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q11-Q12

You're up to your knees in mud and 

weeds, getting bitten by things you can't 

identify.         One's surroundings seem to grow 

more hostile by the minute. Meanwhile, you 

search for a creature that probably ran away 

hours ago and couldn't care less about 

communing with you. And as you open your 

notebook, the sky opens & drenches         them.

Welcome to the world of nature writing.  
12

11



A) NO CHANGE

B) the pages.

C) this.

D) these 

12

17

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q11-Q12

You're up to your knees in mud and 

weeds, getting bitten by things you can't 

identify.         One's surroundings seem to grow 

more hostile by the minute. Meanwhile, you 

search for a creature that probably ran away 

hours ago and couldn't care less about 

communing with you. And as you open your 

notebook, the sky opens & drenches         them.

Welcome to the world of nature writing.  
12

11



A) NO CHANGE

B) one lives.

C) you live.

D) we live.

13

18

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q13-Q15

According to author Nadine Gordimer, 

the process of writing fiction is unconscious, 

emerging from what people learn and how   

they live. Gordimer, who was born in 

South Africa in 1923, was an authority on that 

subject.         They received the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1991. Having attained 

international recognition for her work. At the 

time she won          that, she had published ten 

novels, dozens of short stories, essay 

collections, and a play.

13

15

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) one lives.

C) you live.

D) we live.

13

19

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q13-Q15

According to author Nadine Gordimer, 

the process of writing fiction is unconscious, 

emerging from what people learn and how   

they live. Gordimer, who was born in 

South Africa in 1923, was an authority on that 

subject.         They received the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1991. Having attained 

international recognition for her work. At the 

time she won          that, she had published ten 

novels, dozens of short stories, essay 

collections, and a play.

13

15

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) This

C) One

D) She

14

20

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q13-Q15

According to author Nadine Gordimer, 

the process of writing fiction is unconscious, 

emerging from what people learn and how   

they live. Gordimer, who was born in 

South Africa in 1923, was an authority on that 

subject.         They received the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1991. Having attained 

international recognition for her work. At the 

time she won          that, she had published ten 

novels, dozens of short stories, essay 

collections, and a play.

13

15

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) This

C) One

D) She

14

21

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q13-Q15

According to author Nadine Gordimer, 

the process of writing fiction is unconscious, 

emerging from what people learn and how   

they live. Gordimer, who was born in 

South Africa in 1923, was an authority on that 

subject.         They received the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1991. Having attained 

international recognition for her work. At the 

time she won          that, she had published ten 

novels, dozens of short stories, essay 

collections, and a play.

13

15

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) the award,

C) them,

D) that thing, 

15

22

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q13-Q15

According to author Nadine Gordimer, 

the process of writing fiction is unconscious, 

emerging from what people learn and how   

they live. Gordimer, who was born in 

South Africa in 1923, was an authority on that 

subject.         They received the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1991. Having attained 

international recognition for her work. At the 

time she won          that, she had published ten 

novels, dozens of short stories, essay 

collections, and a play.

13

15

14



A) NO CHANGE

B) the award,

C) them,

D) that thing, 

15

23

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q13-Q15

According to author Nadine Gordimer, 

the process of writing fiction is unconscious, 

emerging from what people learn and how   

they live. Gordimer, who was born in 

South Africa in 1923, was an authority on that 

subject.         They received the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1991. Having attained 

international recognition for her work. At the 

time she won          that, she had published ten 

novels, dozens of short stories, essay 

collections, and a play.

13

15

14



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT

Subject-verb agreement requires that a subject and verb agree in number.
Example: Apples is different from oranges.

The noun closest to the verb is not necessarily the subject!
Example: Istanbul, the most populous of all European cities, were founded in the first

millennium BCE.

Collective nouns (e.g., "family", "group", "bunch") are singular.
Example: Erica’s family own and operate a pet store.



Subject-verb agreement requires that a subject and verb agree in number.
Example: Apples is different from oranges.

Correct: Apples are different from oranges.

The noun closest to the verb is not necessarily the subject!
Example: Istanbul, the most populous of all European cities, were founded in the first

millennium BCE.

Correction: Istanbul, the most populous of all European cities, was founded in the first

millennium BCE.

Collective nouns (e.g., "family", "group", "bunch") are singular.
Example: Erica’s family own and operate a pet store.

Correction: Erica’s family owns and operates a pet store.

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT



Flip inverted sentences

If you notice an inverted sentence, try flipping the sentence so that the

subject comes right before the verb.
Example:

Separating the roads were a concrete median.

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT

Flip inverted sentences

If you notice an inverted sentence, try flipping the sentence so that the

subject comes right before the verb.
Example:

Separating the roads were a concrete median.

Flip the subject and verb:

A concrete median was separating the roads.

Correct:

Separating the roads was a concrete median.



28

Q16. The process of living vicariously through a fictional character in order to purge one's emotions

are known as catharsis.

Q17. The works of artist Alan Chin draws inspiration from both the California gold rush and the

construction of the transcontinental railroad.

Q18. Playboating, a discipline of white-water rafting or canoeing in which players stay in one spot

while performing certain manoeuvres, involve specialized canoes designed for the sport.

Q19. Often found in plastic drinking bottles is substantial amounts of a potentially toxic chemical

called Bisphenol A.

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT
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Q16. The process of living vicariously through a fictional character in order to purge one's emotions are

known as catharsis.

The process of living vicariously through a fictional character in order to purge one's emotions is known as

catharsis.

Q17. The works of artist Alan Chin draws inspiration from both the California gold rush and the

construction of the transcontinental railroad.

The works of artist Alan Chin draw inspiration from both the California gold rush and the construction of the

transcontinental railroad.

Q18. Playboating, a discipline of white-water rafting or canoeing in which players stay in one spot while

performing certain manoeuvres, involve specialized canoes designed for the sport.

Playboating, a discipline of white-water rafting or canoeing in which players stay in one spot while performing

certain manoeuvres, involves specialized canoes designed for the sport.

Q19. Often found in plastic drinking bottles is substantial amounts of a potentially toxic chemical called

Bisphenol A.

Often found in plastic drinking bottles are substantial amounts of a potentially toxic chemical called Bisphenol

A.

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT
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Q20. Among the finds from a recent archaeological dig in London was earthenware knobs originally

used for "pay walls," boxes into which Elizabethan theatregoers deposited their admission.

Q21. Each of the Taino's five chiefdoms, which inhabited the Bahamas before the arrival of

Europeans, were ruled by a leader known as a cacique.

Q22. In the galleries of the Louvre Museum hang Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa and Eugene

Delacroix's Liberty Leading the People, two of the best-known paintings in the world.

Q23. Although the criminal protested his innocence vehemently, neither he nor his lawyer were

ultimately able to offer a convincing alibi.

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT
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Q20. Among the finds from a recent archaeological dig in London was earthenware knobs originally

used for "pay walls," boxes into which Elizabethan theatregoers deposited their admission.

Among the finds from a recent archaeological dig in London were earthenware knobs originally used for

"pay walls," boxes into which Elizabethan theatregoers deposited their admission.

Q21. Each of the Taino's five chiefdoms, which inhabited the Bahamas before the arrival of

Europeans, were ruled by a leader known as a cacique.

Each of the Taino's five chiefdoms, which inhabited the Bahamas before the arrival of Europeans, was ruled

by a leader known as a cacique.

Q22. In the galleries of the Louvre Museum hang Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa and Eugene

Delacroix's Liberty Leading the People, two of the best-known paintings in the world.

No Correction

Q23. Although the criminal protested his innocence vehemently, neither he nor his lawyer were

ultimately able to offer a convincing alibi.

Although the criminal protested his innocence vehemently, neither he nor his lawyer was ultimately able to

offer a convincing alibi.

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT



VERB FORM AND TENSES
Verb tense:

Verbs describe an action.

Verb tense, or how a verb is conjugated, tells us when that action occurs.

•Present Tense: I run to the lake each day.

•Past Tense: I ran to the lake yesterday.

•Future Tense: I will run to the lake tomorrow.

Past Present Future

Simple I ran I run I will run

Perfect I had run I have run I will have run

Progressive I was running I am running I will be running

Perfect-progressive I had been running I have been running I will have been running



MOOD OF VERBS
Verb mood, another element of verb formation, tells us even more about the action 

being completed.

For instance, the indicative mood tells us about a factual action. 

Indicative: Sherri runs everyday.

The conditional mood tells us about a possible action.

Conditional: If she had the time, Sherri would run everyday.
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Q24. In 1498, Dutch scholar Erasmus of Rotterdam has moved from Paris to England, where he

became a professor of ancient languages at Cambridge.

Q25. M.J. Hyland, who authored the acclaimed 2003 novel “How the Light Gets In”, is often praised

to be a subtle and complex portrayer of human psychology.

Q26. According to researchers, the Antarctic ice shelf shrank by approximately 50 gigatons of ice

each year since 1992.

Q27. By 1900, McKim, Mead and White had become New York's largest architectural firm; today it

remains among the most famous in the city's history.

VERB FORM AND TENSES
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Q24. In 1498, Dutch scholar Erasmus of Rotterdam has moved from Paris to England, where he

became a professor of ancient languages at Cambridge.

In 1498, Dutch scholar Erasmus of Rotterdam moved from Paris to England, where he became a professor

of ancient languages at Cambridge.

Q25. M.J. Hyland, who authored the acclaimed 2003 novel “How the Light Gets In”, is often praised

to be a subtle and complex portrayer of human psychology.

M.J. Hyland, who authored the acclaimed 2003 novel “How the Light Gets In”, is often praised as being a

subtle and complex portrayer of human psychology.

Q26. According to researchers, the Antarctic ice shelf shrank by approximately 50 gigatons of ice

each year since 1992.

According to researchers, the Antarctic ice shelf has shrunk by approximately 50 gigatons of ice each year

since 1992.

Q27. By 1900, McKim, Mead and White had become New York's largest architectural firm; today it

remains among the most famous in the city's history.

No Correction

VERB FORM AND TENSES
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Q28. The nearly 200-ton Mayflower was chartered by a group of British merchants, and it setting sail

from Plymouth, England in 1620.

Q29. The country's economists speculated that thousands more jobs would have been lost if consumer

demand for domestically manufactured products would have continued to decline.

Q30. Defying predictions that he will fade from the public eye, former Czech president Vaclav Havel

became a film director after his retirement from office.

Q31. Descended from a long line of university professors, Marie Goeppert-Mayer received the majority

of her training in Germany and eventually teaching at many universities in the United States.

VERB FORM AND TENSES
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Q28. The nearly 200-ton Mayflower was chartered by a group of British merchants, and it setting sail from

Plymouth, England in 1620.

The nearly 200-ton Mayflower was chartered by a group of British merchants, and it set sail from Plymouth, England in

1620.

Q29. The country's economists speculated that thousands more jobs would have been lost if consumer demand for

domestically manufactured products would have continued to decline.

The country's economists speculated that thousands more jobs would have been lost if consumer demand for domestically

manufactured products had continued to decline.

Q30. Defying predictions that he will fade from the public eye, former Czech president Vaclav Havel became a film

director after his retirement from office.

Defying predictions that he would fade from the public eye, former Czech president Vaclav Havel became a film director

after his retirement from office.

Q31. Descended from a long line of university professors, Marie Goeppert-Mayer received the majority of her

training in Germany and eventually teaching at many universities in the United States.

Descended from a long line of university professors, Marie Goeppert-Mayer received the majority of her training in

Germany and eventually taught at many universities in the United States.

VERB FORM AND TENSES



A) NO CHANGE

B) flown

C) were flown

D) had flew

32

38

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) flown

C) were flown

D) had flew

32

39

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) would have remained

C) will remain

D) has remained

33

40

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) would have remained

C) will remain

D) has remained

33
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Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) decorate

C) decorating

D) has decorated

34
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Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) decorate

C) decorating

D) has decorated

34
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Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) will be

C) is

D) had been 

35
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Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) will be

C) is

D) had been 

35
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Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q32-Q35

Kite-flying has a long history in Japan: 

according to legend, the first kites          were 

flying nearly 1,400 years ago. Since that time,

kite-flying         had remained a delightful 

tradition. Kites are made from a bamboo 

framework and layers of washi paper- paper 

made by hand in the traditional style. Colourful 

narrative illustrations and legendary heroes 

from Japanese folklore         decorates their 

surfaces. Every region of the country has its 

own distinct kite design, with more than 130 

varieties in all. For this reason, there is no s

ingle design that          are typical of Japanese 

kites.

32

34    

33

35   



A) NO CHANGE

B) were

C) is

D) has

36

46

Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q36-Q40

In North America, cranberries were 

cultivated by Native Americans long before the 

first European settlers arrived, but not until the 

mid-nineteenth century         was the first berries 

marketed and sold. Sometime around 1800, the 

British scientist Sir Joseph Banks used seeds 

from the United States to harvest cranberries in 

England, but Banks          did not market his crop. 

Then, in 1816, Henry Hall, a veteran of the 

Revolutionary war, planted the first recorded 

commercial cranberry bog in Dennis, 

Massachusetts.

By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

37     

36

38   



A) NO CHANGE

B) were

C) is

D) has

36
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Refer to the passage below for Q36-Q40

In North America, cranberries were 

cultivated by Native Americans long before the 

first European settlers arrived, but not until the 

mid-nineteenth century         was the first berries 

marketed and sold. Sometime around 1800, the 

British scientist Sir Joseph Banks used seeds 

from the United States to harvest cranberries in 

England, but Banks          did not market his crop. 

Then, in 1816, Henry Hall, a veteran of the 

Revolutionary war, planted the first recorded 

commercial cranberry bog in Dennis, 

Massachusetts.

By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

37     

36

38   



A) NO CHANGE

B) has not marketed

C) does not market

D) will not market

37
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Refer to the passage below for Q36-Q40

In North America, cranberries were 

cultivated by Native Americans long before the 

first European settlers arrived, but not until the 

mid-nineteenth century         was the first berries 

marketed and sold. Sometime around 1800, the 

British scientist Sir Joseph Banks used seeds 

from the United States to harvest cranberries in 

England, but Banks          did not market his crop. 

Then, in 1816, Henry Hall, a veteran of the 

Revolutionary war, planted the first recorded 

commercial cranberry bog in Dennis, 

Massachusetts.

By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

37     

36

38   



A) NO CHANGE

B) has not marketed

C) does not market

D) will not market

37
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Writing and Language – 01

Refer to the passage below for Q36-Q40

In North America, cranberries were 

cultivated by Native Americans long before the 

first European settlers arrived, but not until the 

mid-nineteenth century         was the first berries 

marketed and sold. Sometime around 1800, the 

British scientist Sir Joseph Banks used seeds 

from the United States to harvest cranberries in 

England, but Banks          did not market his crop. 

Then, in 1816, Henry Hall, a veteran of the 

Revolutionary war, planted the first recorded 

commercial cranberry bog in Dennis, 

Massachusetts.

By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

37     

36

38   



A) NO CHANGE

B) was

C) have been

D) would be

38
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By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

The business operated on a small scale at first: 

families and individuals harvested wild 

cranberries, selling them locally. As the market 

grows to include larger cities such as Boston 

and New York, farmers competed to unload 

their surplus cranberries quickly. What was 

once a local venture          has become a highly 

profitable business.

38   

39   

40   



A) NO CHANGE

B) was

C) have been

D) would be

38
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By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

The business operated on a small scale at first: 

families and individuals harvested wild 

cranberries, selling them locally. As the market 

grows to include larger cities such as Boston 

and New York, farmers competed to unload 

their surplus cranberries quickly. What was 

once a local venture          has become a highly 

profitable business.

38   

39   

40   



A) NO CHANGE

B) has grew

C) grew

D) had grown

39
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By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

The business operated on a small scale at first: 

families and individuals harvested wild 

cranberries, selling them locally. As the market 

grows to include larger cities such as Boston 

and New York, farmers competed to unload 

their surplus cranberries quickly. What was 

once a local venture          has become a highly 

profitable business.

38   

39   

40   



A) NO CHANGE

B) has grew

C) grew

D) had grown

39
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By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

The business operated on a small scale at first: 

families and individuals harvested wild 

cranberries, selling them locally. As the market 

grows to include larger cities such as Boston 

and New York, farmers competed to unload 

their surplus cranberries quickly. What was 

once a local venture          has become a highly 

profitable business.

38   

39   

40   



A) NO CHANGE

B) had became

C) becomes

D) became 

40
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By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

The business operated on a small scale at first: 

families and individuals harvested wild 

cranberries, selling them locally. As the market 

grows to include larger cities such as Boston 

and New York, farmers competed to unload 

their surplus cranberries quickly. What was 

once a local venture          has become a highly 

profitable business.

38   

39   

40   



A) NO CHANGE

B) had became

C) becomes

D) became 

40
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By the mid-nineteenth century, the 

modern cranberry industry was in full swing, 

and competition among growers          were fierce

The business operated on a small scale at first: 

families and individuals harvested wild 

cranberries, selling them locally. As the market 

grows to include larger cities such as Boston 

and New York, farmers competed to unload 

their surplus cranberries quickly. What was 

once a local venture          has become a highly 

profitable business.

38   

39   

40   



MODIFIERS

Modifiers are words or phrases that describe something.

Modifier placement refers to the fact that modifiers must appear directly next
to the subjects they logically describe.

Example: Running for safety, the dragon chased the fleeing townspeople.

Example: Having completed the work, the TV set was turned on.

Example: To complete the project, John’s holidays were spent in the lab.



MODIFIERS

Modifiers are words or phrases that describe something.

Modifier placement refers to the fact that modifiers must appear directly next
to the subjects they logically describe.

Example: Running for safety, the dragon chased the fleeing townspeople.
Answer: Running for safety, the townspeople fled from the chasing dragon.

Example: Having completed the work, the TV set was turned on.
Answer: Having completed the task, I turned on the TV set.

Example: To complete the project, John’s holidays were spent in the lab.
Answer: To complete the project, John spent his holidays in the lab.
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MODIFIERS

Q41. Characterized by scenes that are shot quickly and in real time, low budgets and simple props

are both typical elements of guerrilla filmmaking.

Q42. One of the greatest musicians of her time, Clara Wieck's piano studies began when she was

five years old; by the age of twelve she was renowned as both a performer and a composer.

Q43. One of hundreds of islands that form the Indonesian archipelago, the width of Bali is less

than 100 miles, yet it holds within its borders a rich and dramatic history.
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MODIFIERS

Q41. Characterized by scenes that are shot quickly and in real time, low budgets and simple props

are both typical elements of guerrilla filmmaking.

Characterized by scenes that are shot quickly and in real time, guerrilla filmmaking includes low

budgets and simple props.

Q42. One of the greatest musicians of her time, Clara Wieck's piano studies began when she was

five years old; by the age of twelve she was renowned as both a performer and a composer.

One of the greatest musicians of her time, Clara Wieck began her piano studies when she was five years

old; by the age of twelve she was renowned as both a performer and a composer.

Q43. One of hundreds of islands that form the Indonesian archipelago, the width of Bali is less

than 100 miles, yet it holds within its borders a rich and dramatic history.

One of hundreds of islands that form the Indonesian archipelago, Bali is less than 100 miles wide, yet it

holds within its borders a rich and dramatic history.
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MODIFIERS

Q44. Located in the southern Andes and covered by glaciers, the most recent eruption of the

volcano known as Tronador occurred many centuries ago.

Q45. An inspiration to European artists such as Gauguin, van Gogh, and Toulouse-Lautrec, the

eighteenth century was when Japanese painter Katsushika Hokusai lived.

Q46. The Spanish city of Valencia is the birthplace of horchata, a drink said to date from the

eighth century made from the juice of tiger nuts.
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MODIFIERS

Q44. Located in the southern Andes and covered by glaciers, the most recent eruption of the

volcano known as Tronador occurred many centuries ago.

Located in the southern Andes and covered by glaciers, Tronador is a volcano whose most recent

eruption occurred many centuries ago.

Q45. An inspiration to European artists such as Gauguin, van Gogh, and Toulouse-Lautrec, the

eighteenth century was when Japanese painter Katsushika Hokusai lived.

An inspiration to European artists such as Gauguin, van Gogh, and Toulouse-Lautrec, Japanese painter

Katsushika Hokusai lived in the eighteenth century.

Q46. The Spanish city of Valencia is the birthplace of horchata, a drink said to date from the

eighth century made from the juice of tiger nuts.

The Spanish city of Valencia is the birthplace of horchata, a drink made from the juice of tiger nuts,

which is said to date from the eighth century.
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MODIFIERS

Q47. Claude McKay was one of the most important poets of the Harlem Renaissance that moved

to New York after studying agronomy in Kansas.

Q48. The California Street Cable Railroad is an established public transit company in San

Francisco, which was founded by Leland Stanford.

Q49. Cartoonist Paul Conrad was known for his acerbic depictions of contemporary politicians

spending nearly three decades on staff at the Los Angeles Times.

Q50. Some of the world's fastest trains run between the cities of Tokyo and Kyoto, which can

reach speeds of up to 200 miles per hour.
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Q47. Claude McKay was one of the most important poets of the Harlem Renaissance that moved to

New York after studying agronomy in Kansas.

One of the most important poets of the Harlem Renaissance, Claude McKay moved to New York after

studying agronomy in Kansas.

Q48. The California Street Cable Railroad is an established public transit company in San Francisco,

which was founded by Leland Stanford.

The California Street Cable Railroad, which was founded by Leland Stanford, is an established public

transit company in San Francisco.

Q49. Cartoonist Paul Conrad was known for his acerbic depictions of contemporary politicians

spending nearly three decades on staff at the Los Angeles Times.

Known for his acerbic depictions of contemporary politicians, cartoonist Paul Conrad spent nearly three

decades on staff at the Los Angeles Times.

Q50. Some of the world's fastest trains run between the cities of Tokyo and Kyoto, which can reach

speeds of up to 200 miles per hour.

Some of the world's fastest trains, which can reach speeds of up to 200 miles per hour, run between the

cities of Tokyo and Kyoto.



A) NO CHANGE

B) on a tightrope, accomplishing that feat over a 

period of 18 days.

C) over a period of 18 days, she did this on a 

tightrope.

D) over a period of 18 days and, furthermore, 

doing this on a tightrope.

51
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12th, she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) on a tightrope, accomplishing that feat over a 

period of 18 days.

C) over a period of 18 days, she did this on a 

tightrope.

D) over a period of 18 days and, furthermore, 

doing this on a tightrope.

51
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12th, she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) just north of the lower suspension bridge is 

where her crossing took place.

C) her crossing took place just north of the 

lower suspension bridge.

D) and crossing just north of the lower 

suspension bridge.

52
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Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12", she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) just north of the lower suspension bridge is 

where her crossing took place.

C) her crossing took place just north of the 

lower suspension bridge.

D) and crossing just north of the lower 

suspension bridge.

52
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12", she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) the second crossing occurred blindfolded

C) Spelterini performed the second crossing 

while blindfolded

D) the second crossing occurred in a blindfold

53
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Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12", she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) the second crossing occurred blindfolded

C) Spelterini performed the second crossing 

while blindfolded

D) the second crossing occurred in a blindfold

53
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Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12", she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) She never performed at Niagara again, her 

life story remains a mystery.

C) Never again performing at Niagara, the story 

of her life, therefore, is a mystery.

D) She never again performed at Niagara, and 

the story of her life remains a mystery. 
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12", she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



A) NO CHANGE

B) She never performed at Niagara again, her 

life story remains a mystery.

C) Never again performing at Niagara, the story 

of her life, therefore, is a mystery.

D) She never again performed at Niagara, and 

the story of her life remains a mystery. 
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q51-54

Born in Italy in 1853, Maria Spelterini

emigrated to the United States as a young 

woman and quickly became known for her 

breath-taking stunts. In 1876, the 23-year-old 

Spelterini became the only woman ever to 

cross the Niagara Gorge         over a period of 18 

days on a tightrope. On July 12", she made her 

first attempt while wearing peach baskets 

strapped to her feet. Balancing on a two-and-a-

quarter inch wire,         she crossed the Falls just 

north of the lower suspension bridge. According 

to spectators, she appeared to exert no more 

effort than she would have during a stroll in the 

park. On July 19th,          the second crossing 

occurred while blindfolded; three days later, she 

crossed with her ankles and wrists bound. On 

July 26th, she crossed for the fourth and last 

time.          Never again performing at Niagara, the 

story of her life remains a mystery.

52     

51

53    

54   



(1) WHO / WHOM – people / names of characters
(2) THAT & WHICH – objects or animals

After the pronouns "all," "any(thing)," "every(thing)," "few," "little," "many,"
"no(thing)," "none," "some(thing)“, or nouns modified by superlative adjective,
preferably use “THAT”.
Ex: Dessert is all that he wants. / This is the best resource that I have ever read! / I read anything that
fits in the thriller space.

When the relative pronoun is the object of a preposition, which is used instead
of that.
Ex: "in which," "for which," "about which," "through which," etc.

RELATIVE PRONOUN



• A “That Modifier” introduces information essential (Relevant and Mandatory) to the
meaning of the entire sentence. Hence, a “that modifier” never starts after comma.

• A “Which Modifier” introduces information not essential (Relevant but Not
Mandatory) to the meaning of the sentence. Hence, a “which modifier” always starts
after a comma.

Examples:

(1) My VLC player does not play video files _________ [THAT / ,WHICH] are high definition.

(2) I have always wanted to see the Taj Mahal _________ [THAT / ,WHICH] is situated in Agra.

“THAT” vs “WHICH”
73



• A “That Modifier” introduces information essential (Relevant and Mandatory) to the
meaning of the entire sentence. Hence, a “that modifier” never starts after comma.

• A “Which Modifier” introduces information not essential (Relevant but Not
Mandatory) to the meaning of the sentence. Hence, a “which modifier” always starts
after a comma.

Examples:

(1) My VLC player does not play video files _________ [THAT / ,WHICH] are high definition.

(2) I have always wanted to see the Taj Mahal _________ [THAT / ,WHICH] is situated in Agra.

✓

✓

“THAT” vs “WHICH”
74
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RELATIVE PRONOUN

Q55. For delicate patients which cannot handle the rigors of modern medicine, some doctors are

now rejecting the assembly line of modern medical care for older, gentler options.

Q56. In its later years, the Bauhaus architectural movement became a kind of religion in which

heretics had to be excommunicated by those who held the true light.

Q57. When readers which get their news from electronic rather than printed sources send

articles to their friends, they tend to choose ones that contain intellectually challenging topics.
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RELATIVE PRONOUN

Q55. For delicate patients which cannot handle the rigors of modern medicine, some doctors are

now rejecting the assembly line of modern medical care for older, gentler options.

For delicate patients who cannot handle the rigors of modern medicine, some doctors are now rejecting

the assembly line of modern medical care for older, gentler options.

Q56. In its later years, the Bauhaus architectural movement became a kind of religion in which

heretics had to be excommunicated by those who held the true light.

No Correction.

Q57. When readers which get their news from electronic rather than printed sources send

articles to their friends, they tend to choose ones that contain intellectually challenging topics.

When readers who get their news from electronic rather than printed sources send articles to their

friends, they tend to choose ones that contain intellectually challenging topics.
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RELATIVE PRONOUN

Q58. Biographical writing is an art which was revolutionized at the start of the twentieth

century by renowned British critic Lytton Strachey.

Q59. Researchers have claimed that subjects which stood on a rapidly vibrating platform

during an experiment were able to slightly improve their athletic performance for a short time

afterward.
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RELATIVE PRONOUN

Q58. Biographical writing is an art which was revolutionized at the start of the twentieth

century by renowned British critic Lytton Strachey.

Biographical writing is an art that was revolutionized at the start of the twentieth century by

renowned British critic Lytton Strachey.

Q59. Researchers have claimed that subjects which stood on a rapidly vibrating platform

during an experiment were able to slightly improve their athletic performance for a short time

afterward.

Researchers have claimed that subjects who stood on a rapidly vibrating platform during an

experiment were able to slightly improve their athletic performance for a short time afterward.



A) NO CHANGE

B) in which they sleep

C) for which they sleep

D) for sleep

60

79

Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q60-64

More than 85% of mammals sleep for 

short periods throughout the day. Humans, in 

contrast, divide their days into two distinct 

periods: one          where they sleep and one for 

wakefulness. Although this division is 

considered normal in the United States, it is not 

clear that this is humans' natural sleep pattern. 

Young children and elderly people are two 

groups, that often nap, and napping is an 

important aspect of many cultures.

While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

61     

60

62    



A) NO CHANGE

B) in which they sleep

C) for which they sleep

D) for sleep

60
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q60-64

More than 85% of mammals sleep for 

short periods throughout the day. Humans, in 

contrast, divide their days into two distinct 

periods: one          where they sleep and one for 

wakefulness. Although this division is 

considered normal in the United States, it is not 

clear that this is humans' natural sleep pattern. 

Young children and elderly people are two 

groups, that often nap, and napping is an 

important aspect of many cultures.

While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

61     

60

62    



A) NO CHANGE

B) groups, which often nap 

C) groups that, often nap

D) groups that often nap,
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q60-64

More than 85% of mammals sleep for 

short periods throughout the day. Humans, in 

contrast, divide their days into two distinct 

periods: one          where they sleep and one for 

wakefulness. Although this division is 

considered normal in the United States, it is not 

clear that this is humans' natural sleep pattern. 

Young children and elderly people are two 

groups, that often nap, and napping is an 

important aspect of many cultures.

While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

61     

60

62    



A) NO CHANGE

B) groups, which often nap 

C) groups that, often nap

D) groups that often nap,
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Writing and Language – 01
Refer to the passage below for Q60-64

More than 85% of mammals sleep for 

short periods throughout the day. Humans, in 

contrast, divide their days into two distinct 

periods: one          where they sleep and one for 

wakefulness. Although this division is 

considered normal in the United States, it is not 

clear that this is humans' natural sleep pattern. 

Young children and elderly people are two 

groups, that often nap, and napping is an 

important aspect of many cultures.

While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

61     

60

62    



A) NO CHANGE

B) whereby

C) from which  

D) that

62
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Writing and Language – 01

While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

his or her eyes for a few minutes can help to 

improve mood, alertness, and concentration. 

Although people          who sleep in the middle of 

the day are often perceived as lazy, they're 

actually a very accomplished group. Famous 

nappers include Winston Churchill, John F. 

Kennedy, Napoleon, Albert Einstein, and 

Thomas Edison, all          of whom are known to 

have valued their afternoon rest.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) whereby

C) from which  

D) that
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While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

his or her eyes for a few minutes can help to 

improve mood, alertness, and concentration. 

Although people          who sleep in the middle of 

the day are often perceived as lazy, they're 

actually a very accomplished group. Famous 

nappers include Winston Churchill, John F. 

Kennedy, Napoleon, Albert Einstein, and 

Thomas Edison, all          of whom are known to 

have valued their afternoon rest.
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64

62    



A) NO CHANGE

B) whom sleep

C) which sleep

D) that sleep.
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While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

his or her eyes for a few minutes can help to 

improve mood, alertness, and concentration. 

Although people          who sleep in the middle of 

the day are often perceived as lazy, they're 

actually a very accomplished group. Famous 

nappers include Winston Churchill, John F. 

Kennedy, Napoleon, Albert Einstein, and 

Thomas Edison, all          of whom are known to 

have valued their afternoon rest.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) whom sleep

C) which sleep

D) that sleep.
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While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

his or her eyes for a few minutes can help to 

improve mood, alertness, and concentration. 

Although people          who sleep in the middle of 

the day are often perceived as lazy, they're 

actually a very accomplished group. Famous 

nappers include Winston Churchill, John F. 

Kennedy, Napoleon, Albert Einstein, and 

Thomas Edison, all          of whom are known to 

have valued their afternoon rest.
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64
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A) NO CHANGE

B) of them

C) of which

D) of these 
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While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

his or her eyes for a few minutes can help to 

improve mood, alertness, and concentration. 

Although people          who sleep in the middle of 

the day are often perceived as lazy, they're 

actually a very accomplished group. Famous 

nappers include Winston Churchill, John F. 

Kennedy, Napoleon, Albert Einstein, and 

Thomas Edison, all          of whom are known to 

have valued their afternoon rest.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) of them

C) of which

D) of these 
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While naps do not necessarily make up for 

inadequate or poor quality night time sleep, 

a short nap         where a person simply closes 

his or her eyes for a few minutes can help to 

improve mood, alertness, and concentration. 

Although people          who sleep in the middle of 

the day are often perceived as lazy, they're 

actually a very accomplished group. Famous 

nappers include Winston Churchill, John F. 

Kennedy, Napoleon, Albert Einstein, and 

Thomas Edison, all          of whom are known to 

have valued their afternoon rest.

63     

64

62    



NON-ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

Nonessential elements are descriptive words, phrases, or clauses that

aren't necessary for the sentence to make sense. In other words, if they are removed

from a sentence, that sentence will still be grammatically correct.

Example

NASCAR drivers, who endure in-car temperatures of over 130 degrees Fahrenheit, lose

between five and ten pounds of water weight during each race.

Nonessential elements must be separated from the rest of the sentence. This

separation can be accomplished with commas, parentheses, or dashes.

At the beginning or end of a sentence, punctuation is only needed on one side of a

nonessential element

Example:

More commonly referred to as the northern lights, the aurora borealis is much better known

than its southern equivalent, the aurora australis.



In the middle of a sentence, punctuation is needed on both sides of a nonessential

element

Example:

The aurora borealis—more commonly referred to as the northern lights—is much better

known than its southern equivalent, the aurora australis.

The most common mistake made with nonessential elements is mixing different

punctuation marks. Punctuation on either side of a nonessential element must match.

Example:
The aurora borealis, more commonly referred to as the northern lights, is much better known than its

southern equivalent, the aurora australis.

The aurora borealis—more commonly referred to as the northern lights—is much better known than

its southern equivalent, the aurora australis.

The aurora borealis (more commonly referred to as the northern lights) is much better known than its

southern equivalent, the aurora australis.

NON-ESSENTIAL INFORMATION



A) NO CHANGE

B) species such as the carnivorous pitcher plant,

C) species – such as the carnivorous pitcher 

plant 

D) species, such as the carnivorous pitcher plant
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NON-ESSENTIAL CLAUSE

Refer to the passage below for Q65-66

In terms of biodiversity, Malaysia's Mount 

Kinabalu is one of the richest sites in the world. 

It is packed with various forms of life, some of 

which are extremely rare. In fact, certain  

species such as the carnivorous pitcher plant

are found nowhere else on earth. These plants 

use a variety of techniques (including nectar, 

smells, and bright         colours that lure insects, 

and their traps deploy sheer drops, smooth 

surfaces that cannot be sealed, or blockades of 

bristles that prevent prey from escaping.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) species such as the carnivorous pitcher plant,

C) species – such as the carnivorous pitcher 

plant 

D) species, such as the carnivorous pitcher plant
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NON-ESSENTIAL CLAUSE

Refer to the passage below for Q65-66

In terms of biodiversity, Malaysia's Mount 

Kinabalu is one of the richest sites in the world. 

It is packed with various forms of life, some of 

which are extremely rare. In fact, certain  

species such as the carnivorous pitcher plant

are found nowhere else on earth. These plants 

use a variety of techniques (including nectar, 

smells, and bright         colours that lure insects, 

and their traps deploy sheer drops, smooth 

surfaces that cannot be sealed, or blockades of 

bristles that prevent prey from escaping.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) colours that lure insects), and

C) colours that lure insects – and

D) colours that lure insects and 
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NON-ESSENTIAL CLAUSE

Refer to the passage below for Q65-66

In terms of biodiversity, Malaysia's Mount 

Kinabalu is one of the richest sites in the world. 

It is packed with various forms of life, some of 

which are extremely rare. In fact, certain  

species such as the carnivorous pitcher plant

are found nowhere else on earth. These plants 

use a variety of techniques (including nectar, 

smells, and bright         colours that lure insects, 

and their traps deploy sheer drops, smooth 

surfaces that cannot be sealed, or blockades of 

bristles that prevent prey from escaping.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) colours that lure insects), and

C) colours that lure insects – and

D) colours that lure insects and 

66
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NON-ESSENTIAL CLAUSE

Refer to the passage below for Q65-66

In terms of biodiversity, Malaysia's Mount 

Kinabalu is one of the richest sites in the world. 

It is packed with various forms of life, some of 

which are extremely rare. In fact, certain  

species such as the carnivorous pitcher plant

are found nowhere else on earth. These plants 

use a variety of techniques (including nectar, 

smells, and bright         colours that lure insects, 

and their traps deploy sheer drops, smooth 

surfaces that cannot be sealed, or blockades of 

bristles that prevent prey from escaping.
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66



A) NO CHANGE

B) earlier businesses

C) earlier; businesses.

D) earlier – businesses
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Refer to the passage below for Q67-68

With about $359 billion spent on training 

globally in 2016 – more than 20% was spent just five 

years          earlier, businesses are investing more and 

more in improving their staff’s skills. One useful 

technique involves dividing training into short 

sessions. This approach is helpful for several reasons: 

it breaks up the information into less intimidating 

bursts, it gets employees back to their desks more 

quickly, and,         most importantly, it allows

workers to implement the skills they've learned. 

Because workers have time to observe what works 

and what doesn't, they can come to the following 

sessions with helpful questions and comments.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) earlier businesses

C) earlier; businesses.

D) earlier – businesses

67
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Refer to the passage below for Q67-68

With about $359 billion spent on training 

globally in 2016 – more than 20% was spent just five 

years          earlier, businesses are investing more and 

more in improving their staff’s skills. One useful 

technique involves dividing training into short 

sessions. This approach is helpful for several reasons: 

it breaks up the information into less intimidating 

bursts, it gets employees back to their desks more 

quickly, and,         most importantly, it allows

workers to implement the skills they've learned. 

Because workers have time to observe what works 

and what doesn't, they can come to the following 

sessions with helpful questions and comments.
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68



A) NO CHANGE

B) most importantly - it allows

C) most importantly; it allows

D) most importantly it allows,
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Refer to the passage below for Q67-68

With about $359 billion spent on training 

globally in 2016 – more than 20% was spent just five 

years          earlier, businesses are investing more and 

more in improving their staff’s skills. One useful 

technique involves dividing training into short 

sessions. This approach is helpful for several reasons: 

it breaks up the information into less intimidating 

bursts, it gets employees back to their desks more 

quickly, and,         most importantly, it allows

workers to implement the skills they've learned. 

Because workers have time to observe what works 

and what doesn't, they can come to the following 

sessions with helpful questions and comments. 
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68



A) NO CHANGE

B) most importantly - it allows

C) most importantly; it allows

D) most importantly it allows,

68
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Refer to the passage below for Q67-68

With about $359 billion spent on training 

globally in 2016 – more than 20% was spent just five 

years          earlier, businesses are investing more and 

more in improving their staff’s skills. One useful 

technique involves dividing training into short 

sessions. This approach is helpful for several reasons: 

it breaks up the information into less intimidating 

bursts, it gets employees back to their desks more 

quickly, and,         most importantly, it allows

workers to implement the skills they've learned. 

Because workers have time to observe what works 

and what doesn't, they can come to the following 

sessions with helpful questions and comments. 

67   

68



A) NO CHANGE

B) star (a spindlier, more delicate cousin of the 

more famous sea star)

C) star (a spindlier, more delicate cousin of the 

more famous sea star,

D) star, (a spindlier, more delicate cousin of the 

more famous sea star)
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Refer to the passage below for Q69-71

Timothy O'Hara, deputy head of marine 

sciences at Museum Victoria in Australia, is 

leading an effort to develop a database of 

marine biodiversity worldwide. Because 

tackling every ocean species in existence is a 

monumental task, O'Hara and his team are 

focusing on the brittle          star, (a spindlier, more 

delicate cousin of the more famous sea star), 

and collecting historical records from 1,614 

oceanic expeditions spanning the last century. 

As a result of changes in species names and  

misidentifications; however, those records were 

initially filled with inaccuracies. So the scientists 

visited museums around the world – Moscow, 

Tokyo, Berlin, and Washington, D.C. as well as 

other cities, to examine first-hand the 

species described in the records.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) star (a spindlier, more delicate cousin of the 

more famous sea star)

C) star (a spindlier, more delicate cousin of the 

more famous sea star,

D) star, (a spindlier, more delicate cousin of the 

more famous sea star)
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Refer to the passage below for Q69-71

Timothy O'Hara, deputy head of marine 

sciences at Museum Victoria in Australia, is 

leading an effort to develop a database of 

marine biodiversity worldwide. Because 

tackling every ocean species in existence is a 

monumental task, O'Hara and his team are 

focusing on the brittle          star, (a spindlier, more 

delicate cousin of the more famous sea star), 

and collecting historical records from 1,614 

oceanic expeditions spanning the last century. 

As a result of changes in species names and  

misidentifications; however, those records were 

initially filled with inaccuracies. So the scientists 

visited museums around the world – Moscow, 

Tokyo, Berlin, and Washington, D.C. as well as 

other cities, to examine first-hand the 

species described in the records.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) misidentifications however,

C) misidentifications, however,

D) misidentifications however
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Refer to the passage below for Q69-71

Timothy O'Hara, deputy head of marine 

sciences at Museum Victoria in Australia, is 

leading an effort to develop a database of 

marine biodiversity worldwide. Because 

tackling every ocean species in existence is a 

monumental task, O'Hara and his team are 

focusing on the brittle          star, (a spindlier, more 

delicate cousin of the more famous sea star), 

and collecting historical records from 1,614 

oceanic expeditions spanning the last century. 

As a result of changes in species names and  

misidentifications; however, those records were 

initially filled with inaccuracies. So the scientists 

visited museums around the world – Moscow, 

Tokyo, Berlin, and Washington, D.C. as well as 

other cities, to examine first-hand the 

species described in the records.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) misidentifications however,

C) misidentifications, however,

D) misidentifications however
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Refer to the passage below for Q69-71

Timothy O'Hara, deputy head of marine 

sciences at Museum Victoria in Australia, is 

leading an effort to develop a database of 

marine biodiversity worldwide. Because 

tackling every ocean species in existence is a 

monumental task, O'Hara and his team are 

focusing on the brittle          star, (a spindlier, more 

delicate cousin of the more famous sea star), 

and collecting historical records from 1,614 

oceanic expeditions spanning the last century. 

As a result of changes in species names and  

misidentifications; however, those records were 

initially filled with inaccuracies. So the scientists 

visited museums around the world – Moscow, 

Tokyo, Berlin, and Washington, D.C. as well as 

other cities, to examine first-hand the 

species described in the records.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) other cities

C) other cities –

D) other cities: 
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Refer to the passage below for Q69-71

Timothy O'Hara, deputy head of marine 

sciences at Museum Victoria in Australia, is 

leading an effort to develop a database of 

marine biodiversity worldwide. Because 

tackling every ocean species in existence is a 

monumental task, O'Hara and his team are 

focusing on the brittle          star, (a spindlier, more 

delicate cousin of the more famous sea star), 

and collecting historical records from 1,614 

oceanic expeditions spanning the last century. 

As a result of changes in species names and  

misidentifications; however, those records were 

initially filled with inaccuracies. So the scientists 

visited museums around the world – Moscow, 

Tokyo, Berlin, and Washington, D.C. as well as 

other cities, to examine first-hand the 

species described in the records.
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A) NO CHANGE

B) other cities

C) other cities –

D) other cities: 
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Refer to the passage below for Q69-71

Timothy O'Hara, deputy head of marine 

sciences at Museum Victoria in Australia, is 

leading an effort to develop a database of 

marine biodiversity worldwide. Because 

tackling every ocean species in existence is a 

monumental task, O'Hara and his team are 

focusing on the brittle          star, (a spindlier, more 

delicate cousin of the more famous sea star), 

and collecting historical records from 1,614 

oceanic expeditions spanning the last century. 

As a result of changes in species names and  

misidentifications; however, those records were 

initially filled with inaccuracies. So the scientists 

visited museums around the world – Moscow, 

Tokyo, Berlin, and Washington, D.C. as well as 

other cities, to examine first-hand the 

species described in the records.
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Thank you


